Start

\[ \text{au} \]

One stroke

(Connect the a with the u.)

\[ \text{AU} \]

\[ \text{aw} \text{ as in } \text{awt} \]

\[ \text{aw} \text{ as in } \text{aw} \text{tor} \]

Start

\[ \text{ou} \]

One stroke

(Join the o and u with a continuous line across the middle guideline.)

\[ \text{OU} \]

\[ \text{aw} \text{ as in } \text{aw} \]

Start

\[ \text{ng} \]

One stroke

\[ \text{NG} \]

\[ \text{g} \text{ as in } \text{rig} \]

Start

\[ \text{ng} \]

One stroke

\[ \text{ng} \]

\[ \text{aw} \text{ as in } \text{aw} \text{gs} \]

Write the word ink in i.t.a.
one stroke
3 as in gar3

one stroke
r as in bird

one stroke
a as in fater

one stroke
w as in bwk

one stroke
(x)
(Keep the loop open.)
w as in mwn

Write the word
zoo in i.t.a.